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Abstract

We study 10 years (1995-2004 inclusive) of auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) radio emission data from the Wind spacecraft

to examine the link between AKR and terrestrial substorms. We use substorm lists based on parameters including ground

magnetometer signatures and geosynchronous particle injections as a basis for superposed epoch analyses of the AKR data.

The results for each list show a similar, clear response of the AKR power around substorm onset. For nearly all event lists, the

average response shows that the AKR power begins to increase around 20 minutes prior to expansion phase onset, as defined

by the respective lists. The analysis of the spectral parameters of AKR bursts show that this increase in power is due to an

extension of the source region to higher altitudes, which also precedes expansion phase onset by 20 minutes. Our observations

show that the minimum frequency channel that observes AKR at this time, on average, is 60 kHz. AKR visibility is highly

sensitive to observing spacecraft location, and the biggest radio response to substorm onset is seen in the 2100 - 0300 hr LT

sector.
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Abstract20

We study 10 years (1995-2004 inclusive) of auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) radio emis-21

sion data from the Wind spacecraft to examine the link between AKR and terrestrial22

substorms. We use substorm lists based on parameters including ground magnetome-23

ter signatures and geosynchronous particle injections as a basis for superposed epoch anal-24

yses of the AKR data. The results for each list show a similar, clear response of the AKR25

power around substorm onset. For nearly all event lists, the average response shows that26

the AKR power begins to increase around 20 minutes prior to expansion phase onset,27

as defined by the respective lists. The analysis of the spectral parameters of AKR bursts28

show that this increase in power is due to an extension of the source region to higher al-29

titudes, which also precedes expansion phase onset by 20 minutes. Our observations show30

that the minimum frequency channel that observes AKR at this time, on average, is 6031

kHz. AKR visibility is highly sensitive to observing spacecraft location, and the biggest32

radio response to substorm onset is seen in the 2100 - 0300 hr LT sector.33

Plain Language Summary34

Substorms are an energetic disturbance to the magnetic environment of the Earth.35

They represent the driving of the terrestrial magnetosphere by particles from the Sun36

and the subsequent response in various parts of this environment, in both its inner and37

outer boundaries. These effects are mostly constrained to the nightside of Earth, and38

can be observed by both ground-based and remote sensing instruments. In this work,39

we select AKR observations from 10 years (from 1995-2004 inclusive) of radio data from40

the Wind/WAVES instrument, and compare this with lists of substorm onsets that are41

derived from various observational signatures. After accounting for visibility of the ra-42

dio sources, we show that the AKR response correlates with the size/strength of the sub-43

storm, based on the sensitivity of the list. Our results show that the AKR source region44

tends to increase in size along magnetic field lines while the emission intensifies, using45

a longer dataset to corroborate previous results.46

1 Introduction47

Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR) is non-thermal radio emission generated within48

a plasma cavity that is extended longitudinally about the terrestrial nightside at high49

magnetic latitudes (Gurnett, 1974; Calvert, 1981; Mutel et al., 2008; Yearby & Pickett,50

2022). Electron populations in the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling region, where field-51

aligned currents extend from the plasma sheet to the ionosphere, supply the generation52

of AKR via the electron-cyclotron maser instability (Wu & Lee, 1979). As such, the emis-53

sion frequency is very close (typically within 1-2%) to the electron gyrofrequency, which54

increases with magnetic field strength as converging field lines reach the auroral zone.55

AKR has been observed to correlate closely with ionospheric auroral emission, with ac-56

tive source regions existing above brightenings in the auroral oval, typically in premid-57

night local time (LT) sectors (Huff et al., 1988; Panchenko, 2003; Mutel et al., 2004; Schreiber58

et al., 2017). As well as auroral brightenings, AKR is also coincident with many of the59

other observed processes in the magnetosphere that occur during substorms and times60

of disturbance, such as high velocity flows and geosynchronous particle injections in the61

magnetotai and increased ground magnetic activity (Fairfield et al., 1999). The activa-62

tion of a lower frequency AKR source implies that the source region has extended to higher63

altitudes along the field line, and as such is a proxy for the structure of the auroral ac-64

celeration region, which has been confirmed by in-situ measurements of the source re-65

gion (Ergun et al., 1998). The auroral acceleration region is integral to understanding66

magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, and AKR observations have been used to infer its67

changing morphology during times of disturbance (Morioka et al., 2010).68
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Substorms are space weather events that are characterised by various plasma dy-69

namics under changing magnetospheric configurations and orientations of the interplan-70

etary magnetic field (IMF). When the dayside reconnection rate is high, often when a71

southward (negative BZ in geocentric-solar-magnetic (GSM) coordinates) component is72

present in the IMF, magnetic flux is loaded into the magnetotail as it lengthens and the73

plasma sheet compresses. This is the growth phase of the substorm (McPherron, 1970).74

The energy is released into the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere as reconnection oc-75

curs on the nightside and current is diverted from the magnetotail into the high latitude76

ionosphere, after which the system either returns to a more stable dipolar configuration77

(W Hones Jr, 1985) in the recovery phase or continues to drive further releases of en-78

ergy (Kepko et al., 2015; Akasofu, 2017). In practice there is much variability between79

substorm events, and the exact timeline of contributing processes is not fully understood.80

Substorm onset, which defines the beginning of the expansion phase, is most often used81

to align events (e.g. Wild & Grocott, 2008; Forsyth et al., 2015; Walach et al., 2017).82

Extreme dynamics are seen in the auroral oval as it expands poleward and a bright bulge83

travels westward in the aurora. Characterisation of substorm dynamics, particularly across84

the growth and expansion phases, was pioneered with the use of networks of auroral all-85

sky cameras (Akasofu, 1964) and later with global UV imagers of the oval (Frey, 2004).86

These extreme auroral changes are coincident with a surge in the westward electrojet (e.g87

Weimer et al., 1994), a high latitude current that is driven by the diverted magnetotail88

current (McPherron et al., 1973; Lui, 2013; Forsyth et al., 2014; Kepko et al., 2015; Forsyth89

et al., 2018). The strengthening of this current system is typically used to define onset90

as it produces a clear signature in the deflection of the Northward component of the ter-91

restrial magnetic field, as measured by ground magnetometer stations. These have his-92

torically been combined to produce indices of the activity and continue to do so with good93

spatial coverage (Newell & Gjerloev, 2011). In-situ measurements also allow the phase94

of the substorm to be inferred, with satellites on the nightside being able to observe dipo-95

larisations in the magnetotail as well as measurements of substorm-associated electron96

populations (Liou, 2002; Juusola et al., 2011). This combination of observations has al-97

lowed us to determine characteristic times of substorm events, in turn allowing exam-98

ination of other phenomena during the event timeline (Haiducek et al., 2020).99

The aforementioned correlation of AKR with geomagnetic disturbances is partic-100

ularly highlighted during substorms. This is quantified in studies of the AKR power and101

the AE index (Voots et al., 1977; Kaiser & Alexander, 1977), field-aligned currents (Green102

et al., 1982) and electron precipitation (Imhof et al., 2000). Global observations of the103

auroral oval at substorm onset have also provided an insight to coincident AKR enhance-104

ment (Liou et al., 2000). As well as this, AKR intensifications are typically accompa-105

nied by spectral extensions, notably to lower frequencies (Hanasz et al., 2001). These106

low frequency extensions (LFEs) occur close to substorm onset, and have been studied107

by the Polar plasma wave instrumentation (PWI) in conjunction with ground and in-108

situ measurements of the magnetic field, electron populations and other plasma param-109

eters (Morioka et al., 2007, 2010). The spectral changes observed in AKR during these110

events has allowed, by proxy, the evolution of the auroral acceleration region to be in-111

ferred; extending to higher altitudes as source regions of low frequency AKR become ac-112

tive along high latitude magnetic field lines (Morioka et al., 2012). While these studies113

of AKR have allowed for characterisation of this important region of the magnetosphere114

they are typically conducted over a limited number of events.115

We now have an opportunity to significantly extend the study of the link between116

substorms and AKR due to the availability of years of high fidelity data from the Wind117

spacecraft. Accounting for viewing limitations, 10 years of calibrated AKR observations118

from 1995-2004 are now able to be examined, with properties of the emission itself and119

spectral features available (J. E. Waters et al., 2021; Fogg et al., 2021). This allows co-120

incident lists of substorm events, derived from various observational signatures and that121

also cover decadal timespans, to be compared with the AKR observations. With the novel122
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b)a)

Figure 1. (a) Dwell time of Wind for the interval 1995-2004. (b) The average AKR viewing

from Wind represented by the median AKR power binned by the LT of the spacecraft. Figure 1a

shows the sun on the left and counts the number of 3 minute integration intervals made in each

bin by Wind; the radial axis shows distance in RE and the angle represents LT (1 RE = 6371

km (1 Earth radius)). Figure 1b shows the median AKR power for each bin in black, with the

upper and lower quartiles shown. The top and bottom panels show the average AKR power for

frequency ranges that represent the higher frequency (HF) and lower frequency (LF) components

of AKR, respectively.

data available, we examine the AKR observations during the magnetosphere-ionosphere123

coupling timeline of substorms as defined by the aforementioned lists. In this way we aim124

to characterise the average AKR response with respect to other changes within the mag-125

netosphere, as well as examine how both the intensity and spectral parameters of AKR126

change with the size of the substorm.127

In Section 2 we introduce the AKR data used here, giving the important context128

of spacecraft viewing to the 10 years of observations, as well as introducing the various129

lists of substorm events and their associated observational signature. Section 3 details130

the analysis of the AKR power with the substorm timeline as defined by each of these131

lists and the interpretation of the results, while Section 4 concerns the analysis and in-132

terpretation of the spectral parameters of AKR, providing insight to the typical evolu-133

tion of the auroral acceleration region. In Section 5 we conclude this work with a sum-134

mary of the analysis conducted and their primary results.135

2 Data and Methods136

2.1 Wind Radio Measurements and AKR Bursts137

For this statistical study we use 10 years of radio data from the Wind spacecraft,138

covering the interval from 1995-2004 inclusive. During this time, Wind explored all lo-139

cal times (LT) at a range of radial distances and latitudes which allowed it to probe the140

solar wind and various magnetospheric regions in-situ in order to tackle different science141

objectives (Pelton & Allahdadi, 2015). From mid-2004 onwards, Wind reached what is142
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Figure 2. AKR response during a substorm onset at 08:24 UT on 21 December 2003, as de-

fined by the SOPHIE algorithm with 90% expansion percentile threshold (EPT - see Section 2.2).

The top panel shows the frequency-time flux density dynamic spectrogram from Wind/WAVES,

following the selection of AKR outlined in (J. E. Waters et al., 2021), for a 3 hour period about

onset, which is indicated by the black dashed line. The middle panel shows the corresponding ob-

served radio power, here integrated between 30-650 kHz. The bottom panel shows the minimum

frequency bound of the AKR burst determined by Fogg et al. (2021).
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to be its final destination, as it entered a Lissajou orbit about the first Lagrangian point143

L1. The RAD1 receiver of the Wind/WAVES instrument takes a variable number of sam-144

ples (between 1-4) of 32 frequency channels, between 20-1040 kHz, over a ∼3 minute sweep145

cycle (Bougeret et al., 1995). Figure 1a shows a LT-radial distance histogram showing146

Wind’s position occurrence over the 10 years included in this study, with the number of147

integration intervals, or 3-minute-long spectra, shown in colour. The preference for day-148

side local times can be seen, with the first 5 years (1995-2000) seeing Wind performing149

precessing orbits with apogees on the dayside. Near 2000 Wind was sent into a trajec-150

tory that took it to radial distances of 250 RE (1 RE = 6371 km (1 Earth radius)) on151

the dawn and dusk flanks. From mid-2003 to mid-2004, Wind explored the nightside mag-152

netosphere, being placed in a trajectory that sent it downtail to the Lagrangian point153

L2. The nightside location of the source regions and the highly anisotropic beaming of154

the emission has consequences for the viewing of AKR for a remote sensing spacecraft155

such as Wind, and so the spacecraft position at the time of substorm onset must be con-156

sidered. Figure 1b shows the median AKR integrated power binned by the LT of the space-157

craft measurement, after Fogg et al. (2021), extended to cover the relevant interval 1995-158

2004. This corroborates their results, with a similar decrease in power seen as Wind ob-159

serves from dayside LT, out of view of the primary emission from the nightside sources.160

For this study, where we focus on comparison of AKR bursts with substorm lists, we fo-161

cus on intervals where Wind was observing from local times between 1800 to 0600 hr LT162

as these represent the best viewing of the AKR sources.163

The data in figure 1b is derived from 3 minute resolution flux density data from164

Wind, processed with a calibration specific to AKR observations and an automatic se-165

lection of data based on the change in intensity across the Wind spin period (J. E. Wa-166

ters et al., 2021). Measurements are given in 32 frequency channels between 20 and 1040167

kHz. Note that the 52 kHz channel is often selected but can contain emission not asso-168

ciated with AKR; we replace these flux densities with interpolated values of neighbour-169

ing channels. This selection allows us to explore the AKR intensity on a statistical ba-170

sis, given the breadth of Wind data available and simple applicability of the selection171

algorithm, as well as the coincidence of low-frequency extensions with other magneto-172

spheric phenomena. This can be done with the flux densities themselves, but also by in-173

tegrating the power over particular spectral ranges to further characterise the AKR. Fogg174

et al. (2021) has recently refined the AKR selection, output by J. E. Waters et al. (2021),175

to formulate a list of discrete AKR bursts. This process includes steps based on a pri-176

ori knowledge of the AKR morphology, as seen in dynamic spectrograms, namely that177

low frequency emission (below 100 kHz) is generally accompanied by AKR at higher fre-178

quencies. Morioka et al. (2007) describe the lower frequency, higher altitude AKR sources179

as existing between 6000-12000 km. The lower of these altitudes corresponds to an up-180

per bound of ∼200 kHz for the lower frequency AKR range. Here, a conservative esti-181

mate of 100 kHz is chosen to constrain the behaviour of the highest altitude sources. As182

well as start and end times of clusters of observed AKR emission, or bursts, the output183

of this processing also parameterises each burst for spectral information, namely its up-184

per and lower frequency bounds.185

Figure 2 shows an example of the Wind/WAVES data used in this study; a sub-186

storm onset from the SOPHIE algorithm is shown (see Section 2.2), with radio data from187

60 minutes before onset to 120 minutes after onset. The top and middle panels show AKR-188

calibrated flux densities and emitted power per unit solid angle respectively, from J. E. Wa-189

ters et al. (2021), while the bottom panel shows the minimum frequency bound of the190

burst associated with the example onset, from (Fogg et al., 2021) The frequency-time191

flux density dynamic spectrogram in the top panel of Figure 2 shows AKR emission pre-192

dominantly between ∼200-500 kHz before onset. Intensifications of at least 2 orders of193

magnitude are then seen at most frequencies recorded between this range, while chan-194

nels sampled below 200 kHz activate as the AKR extends to lower frequencies. Note that195

the AKR flux densities used here are normalised to 1 AU to account for the various dis-196
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tances at which the observations were made (J. E. Waters et al., 2021). While the spec-197

tral information is lost, the middle panel of Figure 2 shows the radio power integrated198

between 30-650 kHz, which characterises the AKR response temporally and provides an199

informative metric over which to compile substorm events. The bottom panel of Figure200

2 shows the minimum observed frequency of the AKR burst of Fogg et al. (2021) asso-201

ciated with this substorm, used as a proxy for the average upper altitude bound of the202

AKR source region.203

2.2 Substorm Lists204

As mentioned in the Introduction (Section 1) substorms have signatures through-205

out the magnetosphere-ionosphere system, such as dipolarisation and bursty bulk flows206

(BBF) in the magnetotail and strengthening of the westward electrojet in the high lat-207

itude ionosphere. They have been characterised by a number of these observational phe-208

nomena, initially by visual examination (e.g., the extensive all-sky camera observations209

historically used by Akasofu (1964) to describe the main auroral evolution of the sub-210

storm) and later with processing of extensive datasets made available by spacecraft ob-211

servations or large networks of ground magnetometers. These efforts have created a va-212

riety of lists of substorm onsets, as defined by these various signatures. Some of these213

have been retrospectively applied to long-standing observational datasets, and as such214

have created lists that span a comparable time range to that of the Wind observations.215

In this paper, we consider lists of onsets derived from a single observational proxy.216

One such observational proxy is derived from the global SuperMAG network of ground217

magnetometers which forms the SML index (Newell & Gjerloev, 2011), an analogue to218

the historic AL index (Davis & Sugiura, 1966), which measures the strength of the West-219

ward electrojet. The Substorm Phases from Indices of the Electrojets (SOPHIE) (Forsyth220

et al., 2015) algorithm analyses the SML index to select times of significant decreases221

of the index relative to the considered timespan. This algorithm also uses a free statis-222

tical parameter, as only events with decreasing rates of change in SML greater than that223

given by the expansion percentile threshold (EPT), or a given quantile over the included224

SML data (Forsyth et al., 2015). In this way, higher EPT values generate a list of sub-225

storms with a larger response in the Westward electrojet. Forsyth et al. (2015) published226

three event lists, with EPT values of 50%, 75% and 90%. By including a priori knowl-227

edge of the observed structure of a substorm and the average duration, further steps are228

performed to produce a list of the start times of substorm phases, namely the growth,229

expansion and recovery phases. The published lists each cover the period from 1995-2014.230

Some expansion phases follow recovery phases in the SOPHIE output; these are attributed231

to intensifications of the substorm as opposed to an initial onset, and are removed from232

our analysis, where we instead focus only on substorms which have growth, expansion233

onset and recovery phases in order. Flagged expansion phase onsets, where changes in234

the SML are similar to changes in SMU and thus may be instead attributed to steady235

magnetospheric convection (SMC), are also removed.236

The list by Borovsky and Yakymenko (2017) uses measurements of the specific en-237

tropy of the electrons in the nightside dipolar region, made by the SOPA instruments238

onboard the LANL spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit, to determine whether an injected239

population due to substorm onset is present. This list is hereafter referred to as the LANL240

list. A specific entropy of the electron population attributed to the substorm injection241

is calculated for each of the spacecraft, with a 30 minute resolution. Measurements from242

all the spacecraft are compiled, and the occurrence of a substorm is determined when243

the minimum specific entropy across all spacecraft decreases by a fixed threshold for re-244

current timesteps. As determined by the identification scheme, the minimum time be-245

tween substorm injections is 60 minutes. As the measurements are derived from multi-246

ple geosynchronous spacecraft that are not necessarily near local midnight, the onset times247

are subject to a 0-30 minute uncertainty due to the time taken for the substorm-injected248
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population to drift to the position of the spacecraft. The published list covers the pe-249

riod from 1989-2007.250

McPherron and Chu (2018) published a list that uses ground magnetometers at mid-251

latitudes (|λ| < 50◦) to determine substorm onset, using a typical signature in both the252

Northward and Eastward components of the magnetic field to derive the mid-latitude253

positive bay (MPB) index. McPherron and Chu (2018) use a statistical threshold to de-254

fine a potential pulse due to substorm, prior to further processing to eliminate short or255

weak events.256

Each of the lists used in this study are represented in Figure 3, where each list has257

been used to perform a superposed epoch analysis of the southward component of the258

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) from OMNI, as well as the SML index derived from259

the SuperMAG network of gound magnetometers, both at 1 minute resolution. The me-260

dian of the respective parameters is computed across 3 minute wide bins. Substorm ex-261

pansion phase onset typically follows a significant period of southward IMF (BZ < 0),262

as magnetic flux is loaded into the nightside magnetosphere via dayside reconnection and263

convection across the polar cap. This is seen prior to onset for each of the included lists,264

which see southward IMF for an hour prior to onset; SOPHIE lists are displayed with265

their EPT values in percentages.266

The average SML profile from the SOPHIE 75% and MPB lists are comparable in267

magnitude, with minimum deviations in SML of between -250 to -150 nT. The same is268

true for the SOPHIE 90% and LANL lists with minimum deviations between -400 to -269

300 nT. As such, the selection criteria for these latter lists tend to favour larger substorm270

events. The SOPHIE lists show the effect of using the rate of change in SML as a thresh-271

old for event selection, as SML begins to decrease sharply before the epoch. While the272

SML response from the LANL event list begins to decrease more than 40 minutes be-273

fore onset, falling gradually compared to the other lists, this is due to the coarse reso-274

lution of the event list as previously discussed.275

The median reponse of the IMF BZ shows the comparative magnitude of the events276

that are retained by the respective event selection; those with more negative BZ prior277

to onset are assumed to produce a greater disturbance within the magnetosphere as this278

allows for longer periods of ideal IMF conditions to provide magnetic flux to the mag-279

netotail via dayside reconnection. Comparing the median BZ from the SOPHIE 90% list280

with that from the LANL list, for example, which have minimum BZ of between -2.5 to281

-2.0 nT, suggests that these lists contain larger events. Given that the LANL event list282

is based on particle injections at geosynchronous orbit, for an event to be retained it re-283

quires a substorm of a magnitude that will allow the Earthward-travelling electron pop-284

ulation to reach a distance of at least 6 RE . It can be assumed that not all substorms285

will be of the energy to meet this criteria, and so the comparison between the LANL and286

the SOPHIE 90% event lists is warranted given the 90% quantile threshold applied to287

SML deflections in the SOPHIE algorithm. Other lists show a more pronounced min-288

imum, with the 75% and 90% SOPHIE lists having similar profiles.289

Figure 3 also shows the influence of using the different observational proxies to de-290

fine onset and encapsulates the various temporal uncertainties inherent in each dataset.291

This is important when interpreting the results of similar analyses performed on the AKR292

power and other features. Due to the various types of observation and methods of de-293

termining substorm onset used here, each superposed epoch analysis is performed over294

a different number of substorm onsets. AKR has been observed to have a transient spec-295

tral response at low frequencies at substorm onset, and correlates with the historic AE296

index (Morioka et al., 2007, 2010; Voots et al., 1977). With the breadth of AKR data297

now available from Wind, we explore the extent to which AKR can be used as a sim-298

ilar metric for the onset of substorms, and how the AKR emission relates to the substorm299
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Substorm list
SOPHIE 75%
initial onseta

SOPHIE 90%
initial onsetsa

LANLb MPBc

1800 - 2100 470 295 283 1038
2100 - 0000 471 409 378 1008

Wind LT range 0000 - 0300 647 491 438 1405
0300 - 0600 974 723 618 2127
2000 - 0400 1428 1114 1027 3011

Table 1. Total number of substorm onsets from each event list used in the superposed epoch

analyses for each of the LT ranges used to account for Wind viewing. aForsyth et al. (2015).
bBorovsky and Yakymenko (2017). c(McPherron & Chu, 2018).

timeline. For Section 3 we assess the AKR power with respect to each of the aforemen-300

tioned lists.301

3 Substorm Timeline302

Intensifications of AKR are known to coincide with auroral brightenings; it is ex-303

pected that the average apparent power of the AKR will increase around substorm on-304

set as the auroral oval expands and becomes brighter, signifying the presence of a substorm-305

injected electron population which subsequently lead to the generation of AKR. Inte-306

grating the AKR power over a particular spectral range gives a proxy of the extent of307

the source regions along a field line; an increase in power integrated over a given obser-308

vation frequency range implies the ignition of AKR source regions within an altitude range309

given by the corresponding electron gyrofrequencies.310

With an appropriate list of substorm onsets, such that Wind is an appropriate view-311

ing position, a superposed epoch analysis can be performed on the AKR power. In this312

way, the average variations in the AKR power with respect to the substorm timeline can313

be deduced, removing any variations that could be present for single events and not rep-314

resentative of the typical AKR response. For each of the onset lists described in Section315

2, we select the substorm onsets in the appropriate period (1995-2004). As mentioned316

in Section 2, the SOPHIE lists are then reduced to include only expansion phase onsets317

that follow growth phases (i.e removing onsets that represent substorm intensifications),318

as defined by the SOPHIE algorithm. After selecting events to correspond with the ob-319

servation period of Wind, we further subset the event lists to include only those events320

which occur when Wind is found in particular LT ranges. The nightside is split into 3-321

hour-wide LT sectors from 1800 to 0600, and superposed epoch analyses are conducted322

for observations from these sectors. For each of the substorm onset times in their respec-323

tive lists the AKR power across the epoch window is binned in 3-minute wide bins be-324

fore the median is taken over all of the events. Data where no AKR observations are recorded325

are excluded from the analysis. Here, the epoch window is taken to be 3 hours (-60 to326

+120 minutes about onset). Given that the outputs of both the initial AKR selection327

and the refined AKR burst selection may contain empty observations, each set of 3 minute328

bins may not be filled for all events from a particular list. Thus, for a given number of329

substorm onsets, a variable fraction of these contribute to the overall average.330

Table 1 shows the number of resulting onsets for each LT sector that are used in331

the following analysis. The table again reflects the sensitivity of the substorm onset event332

lists, with the MPB list giving the most events while the LANL and SOPHIE 90% lists,333

which record stronger substorms, contain the least. It is important to note that the LT334

selection refers to the observer (Wind) and not the AKR sources themselves. The beam-335

ing of AKR and the nature of the remote Wind observations are such that the emission336
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Figure 3. Superposed epoch analysis of a) solar wind data from OMNIWeb (Papitashvili &

King, 2020), showing the median BZ (z component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) in

GSM coordinates) and b) median SuperMAG (Gjerloev, 2012) SML for a 3 hour window about

the time identified as substorm onset by various event lists. The legend denotes the median val-

ues derived from the respective event lists. The first two refer to the list derived by Forsyth et al.

(2015) which relies on the SuperMAG network of ground magnetometers. Accompanying percent-

ages represent the expansion percentile threshold (EPT) value used in their algorithm. For the

two SOPHIE event lists, only the substorm expansion phase onsets are used instead of substorm

intensifications (initial instead of multiple successive onsets). The LANL list is that derived by

Borovsky and Yakymenko (2017) and uses observations of energetic electron particle injections

from the LANL satellites at geosynchronous orbit. The MPB list is that derived by McPherron

and Chu (2018) and uses the mid-latitude positive bay (MPB) index, also derived by ground

magnetometers.
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Figure 4. Superposed epoch analyses of the median AKR power about substorm expansion

phase onset. The AKR power is given in units of MWsr−1 and binned at 3 minute resolution,

and is shown for a 3 hour window, offset from the onset by 30 minutes. The AKR power is inte-

grated in two frequency ranges, 100-650 kHz and 30-100 kHz, characterising what is referred to

here as HF and LF AKR. The top row of the figure shows the HF AKR response, while the bot-

tom row shows the LF AKR response. Each column shows the AKR response for epochs based

on the observation LT (of Wind), representing 3-hour-wide LT sectors covering the nightside from

1800-0600. Each line shows the AKR power for a different event list of onsets, denoted in the

legend and corresponding to the same event lists as in figure 3.
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from an AKR source may be observed by Wind when it is at a position up to ∼2 hours337

away in LT, based on previous observations of cyclotron-maser-instability generated emis-338

sion at Saturn (Lamy et al., 2008; Kimura et al., 2013). However, given that the AKR339

response here is averaged over a significant number of events, and following comparison340

with results of a superposed epoch analysis using events from a wide LT range centred341

on midnight (2000-0400 hours), it is likely that the response is attributable to the most342

intense AKR sources at least close to the corresponding 3 hour wide sectors mentioned343

above.344

Figure 4 shows the results of superposed epoch analyses for each event list and LT345

sector. Each column of the figure shows results from a different LT range, displayed at346

the top of the plot. The top row of the figure pertains to the HF AKR response, show-347

ing the median AKR power integrated over the frequency range 100-650 kHz, while the348

bottom row presents the median AKR power integrated between 30-100 kHz and thus349

the LF, higher altitude AKR response. The median AKR power in both the HF and LF350

frequency ranges show an increase close to onset, although the largest increases are seen351

in the LT ranges 1800-2100, 2100-0000 and 0000-0300. The average response observed352

from 0300-0600 is barely apparent on a comparable scale; the LF peaks for the 0300-0600353

LT range reach no more than 10% and 5% of the LF peaks for the 0000-0300 and 2100-354

0000 LT sectors, respectively, when comparing the results from the SOPHIE 90% event355

list. The HF peak of the 0300-0600 LT sector reaches no more than 5% of the HF peaks356

for 2100-0000 and 0000-0300 LT sectors.357

The comparative magnitude of events selected by each list is seen in the AKR re-358

sponse, with the median power for the LANL and SOPHIE 90% lists greatly exceeding359

that for the SOPHIE 75% and MPB lists, which each have a similar response in mag-360

nitude. In the HF, each list sees a gradual increase in the AKR power from 20 to 0 mins361

before the epoch, with an increasingly steep rise to a clear peak in the 20 minutes af-362

ter the epoch. For the LF, each list also sees an increase in the AKR power from 20 to363

0 mins before the epoch, but the peak is seen up to an hour after the epoch. The pro-364

files are noisier in the LF, however, which could be due to the inclusion of less AKR ob-365

servations at low frequencies and subsequent influence of powerful bursts for a given ob-366

servation. Particularly prominent peaks appear in the LT ranges 1800-2100 for the SO-367

PHIE 90% list, and 2100-0000 for the SOPHIE 90% and LANL lists, at ∼20-40 minutes368

after onset. This could be indicative of further substorm intensifications occurring.Although369

changes in the average AKR power profile gained using events from the LANL list tend370

to precede those from other lists, this is assumed to be due to the aforementioned coarse371

resolution of the selection algorithm used. While there is a clear gradual rise in AKR372

power in the 20 minutes preceding onset, the beginning of the steep increase to the peak373

is clearly seen between ∼ -20 to -5 minutes, which could indicate the ignition of more374

powerful AKR source regions prior to other observable signatures of substorm onset. The375

idiosyncracies of the lists may have a greater influence than a true AKR response, how-376

ever. For SOPHIE lists, the AKR response here could reflect the median SML response377

in Figure 3 which begins to decrease prior to the epoch. The coarse resolution of the LANL378

event list means the exact time of an onset-associated response in the corresponding AKR379

observation may be lost. It is also important to note that the minimum resolution for380

all frequency channels from the Waters et al (2021) dataset is 3 minutes, thus the anal-381

ysis of the AKR coupling timeline during substorm onset is limited by this resolution.382

While it is clear from Figure 4, then, that the AKR response begins to increase before383

the identified substorm onset, more work is needed to properly determine the prevalence384

of an AKR signature as a precursor to substorm onset.385

Figure 5 shows the number of AKR power data included in each 3 minute epoch386

bin, compiled over all events and as a fraction of the total number of onsets in each LT387

range (as shown in Table 1), for both HF and LF AKR power. Each column of Figure388

5 corresponds to a LT range in the same way as Figure 4. The top row of Figure 5 shows389
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Figure 5. Occurrence of AKR observations in each 3 minute bin relative to epoch used in

the analysis, for both SOPHIE 75% (top row) and SOPHIE 90% (bottom row) event lists. The

columns represent LT ranges of analysis in the same way as Figure 4. The coloured distribution

for each panel represents the HF AKR observations, while the black distribution represents the

LF AKR observations.

the distributions for the SOPHIE 75% list, while the bottom row shows those for the SO-390

PHIE 90% list. Each panel shows the HF power counts in colour and the LF power counts391

in black. Each event list shows a greater increase in the occurrence of LF AKR power392

at onset than for HF AKR power, in all LT ranges except for 0300-0600 where the in-393

crease is similar. This difference is most notable for both lists in the 2100-0000 range,394

where HF AKR is persistent throughout the epoch while LF AKR is recorded ∼ 2 times395

as often at the epoch. This is less clear in LT ranges 1800-2100 and 0000-0300, and could396

be due to the expansion of the auroral oval to wider longitudes from the typical premid-397

night brightening location (Milan et al., 2009), thus igniting both low and high altitude398

AKR sources at wider LT. As well as the greater increase in occurrence of LF than HF399

AKR power at the epoch, the occurrence is consistently higher for the SOPHIE 90% list,400

indicating that substorms with larger deviations in SML have a greater likelihood of ig-401

niting higher altitude AKR sources, on average.402

Comparing the AKR response for the SOPHIE 75% and 90% event lists, for both403

frequency ranges across the epoch, we see that the power decreases more gradually af-404

ter the peak at onset for the SOPHIE 75% (weaker substorms) compared to the SOPHIE405

90% (stronger substorms) lists. For the average LF AKR power from the SOPHIE 75%406

list, considering the 2100-0000 LT range, this continues to increase past the epoch. This407

could be due to the fact that intensifications (expansion phase onsets following recov-408

ery phases) are removed from the analyses, but we have not discriminated substorms that409

are followed by an intensification. In these cases, the intensification that follows later in410

the epoch will have associated auroral dynamics, and so also AKR dynamics. Consid-411

ering the SOPHIE 75% and 90% event lists are derived from a quantile threshold of the412

rate of change of SML (the EPT value), it follows that the former list will include more413

events in total than the latter as events with smaller magnetic fluctuations are retained414

in the event selection. If those events are also the initial expansion phase onset before415
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1800-2100 2100-0000 0000-0300 0300-0600
HF 2.2 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.3
LF 2.5 ± 0.2 3.6 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.2

Table 2. Ratios, shown for HF and LF frequency ranges and for the nightside LT sectors, of

the median power extremes for events from SOPHIE 90% and SOPHIE 75%, and associated

uncertainties. See text for a detailed description of the data aggregation.

multiple intensifications, which may be more likely for a smaller EPT value, then their416

combined, average effect could produce this.417

Table 2 shows the result of aggregating statistics of the HF and LF AKR power418

for each individual event. For each subset of events by LT range, for the SOPHIE 75%419

and SOPHIE 90% lists, we take the 90th percentile of the AKR power for each event.420

These values, which represent the extremes of the AKR power reached during the epoch421

window, are then averaged using the median, with associated uncertainties given by the422

relative median absolute deviation (MAD). For each LT and power range, the ratios of423

the corresponding SOPHIE 90% with the SOPHIE 75% values are taken. In this way,424

the relative increase in AKR power for stronger substorms in the 3 hour epoch window425

used here can be characterised for both LF and HF frequency ranges. For all LT and fre-426

quency ranges, the average extreme power for events increases for the SOPHIE 90% list427

over the SOPHIE 75%; this is expected as the differing sensitivities of the event lists (as428

seen in Figure 3) and the results of Figure 4 indicate a greater AKR power for larger sub-429

storms. Within the uncertainties given in Table 2, derived from appropriate error prop-430

agation of the corresponding MAD value, the ratio of average extreme power values for431

HF AKR is lower than LF AKR for all LT ranges except 0300-0600. It is unsurprising432

that this LT range differs from the others, given the weakest response in AKR power was433

seen here. The discrepancy is most notable for the premidnight LT sector at 2100-0000,434

with the average extreme AKR power in the LF 3.6±0.2 times greater for SOPHIE 90%435

(stronger) onsets than SOPHIE 75% (weaker) onsets, compared to 2.7±0.1 times greater436

in the HF range. This corroborates previous studies of the statistical magnetic local time437

(MLT) of substorm onset as well as AKR source locations (Milan et al., 2009; Schreiber438

et al., 2017). The results of Table 2 indicate that the ignition of higher altitude AKR439

sources is much stronger for larger substorms, and that in turn the activation of the ex-440

tended auroral acceleration region is higher for these events. It is possible to say that441

the AKR sources are present at higher altitudes due to the observed emission and in-442

creased power. However, the increased intensity of the emission at a certain frequency443

(and so at a given altitude) could be attributed to a change in the growth rate of the cy-444

clotron maser instability, or the azimuthal extent of the auroral cavity, or both. For this445

reason, it is difficult to make a direct inference on this without in-situ measurements of446

the acceleration region, especially with a statistical perspective over many events as shown447

here.448

4 Low Frequency AKR Characteristics449

The determination of AKR bursts allows us to quantify spectral features such as450

the bounding frequencies of the bursts and their spectral extent (Fogg et al., 2021). Such451

parameters can give us further insight into the altitudinal evolution of the auroral ac-452

celeration region during the substorm timeline. Namely, the bounding frequencies of the453

observed bursts allow us to estimate the spatial extremes of the auroral acceleration re-454

gion in which AKR is generated.455

Figure 6 shows the evolution of burst parameters that result from a superposed epoch456

analysis that uses the SOPHIE 90% event list, further subset as previously mentioned.457
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Figure 6. Superposed epoch analyses of AKR burst parameters observed from the 2100-0000

hrs LT sector. Median burst parameters are shown across the epoch using events from the SO-

PHIE 90% list for the period 2000-2004. The top panel shows the median spectral extent of AKR

bursts, while the middle and bottom panels show the median minimum and maximum bounding

frequencies of AKR bursts. (Preliminary- including bursts from 2000-2004 for SOPHIE 90% only

for one LT range (2100-0000). Uses SOPHIE 90% initial onsets.)
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The superposed epoch analysis is similarly conducted over a 3 hour window, with AKR458

observations binned at 3 minute resolution. The top panel of figure 6 shows the median459

spectral extent of AKR bursts, or the difference between the maximum and minimum460

frequency channels in which an AKR burst is observed. This provides information on461

the vertical extent of the acceleration region, given that the cyclotron-maser-instability462

that generates AKR produces emission at frequencies inversely proportional to the source463

altitude. For more context to this, and to allow us to quantify the exact altitude of the464

extremes of the acceleration region, the middle and bottom panel show the median min-465

imum and maximum bounding frequencies of AKR bursts throughout epoch. This al-466

lows us to explore how the radio sources grow/move in response to substorm-associated467

excitation: for example we can see whether the low-frequency component ignition oc-468

curs before, simultaneous, or after substorm onset (as defined by complementary datasets469

in the SOPHIE list). This timing is critical for quantifying the magnetosphere-ionosphere470

coupling timescale.471

The median spectral extent of AKR burst begins to increase from approximately472

650 kHz within 20 minutes before onset, approximately coinciding with the increase of473

AKR power in both frequency bands. The spectral extent peaks at > 900 kHz just af-474

ter onset for this LT sector. This maximum extent is transient, remaining for 3 minutes475

before gradually decreasing to 650 kHz again 80 minutes after substorm onset. While476

there is a secondary increase of the spectral extent between 40-60 minutes after onset,477

this is likely due to the much larger spacing between higher frequency channels and the478

change in median maximum bounding frequency for this time, as seen in the bottom panel.479

The middle panel of figure 6 shows the clear decrease in frequency of AKR bursts480

during substorm onset. Around 20 minutes before onset, the minimum frequency is mea-481

sured at approximately 135 kHz. This falls to 72 kHz at onset, before decreasing to a482

minimum at 60 kHz, 5 minutes after onset. As found previously, but here shown over483

a statistical basis with many events, this corresponds to an extension of the AKR to low484

frequencies at substorm onset. However, these results show a persistent minimum fre-485

quency which indicates a more sustained increase in altitude of the acceleration region.486

Spectral AKR burst parameters are derived from the discrete frequency channels487

of Wind observations. This limits the accuracy of the estimation of the height of the source488

region, particularly at lower altitudes (higher frequencies, here greater than ∼ 200 kHz)489

where observation channels are logarithmically spaced. At higher altitudes however, cor-490

responding to lower frequency channels between 60-148 kHz, the spacing between chan-491

nels is between 8-20 kHz, with an average spacing of approximately 12 kHz between the492

8 frequency channels in this range. This corresponds to an altitude range of ∼ 1000 km,493

assuming the source location is given by the electron gyrofrequency equivalent to the emis-494

sion frequency and lies on a magnetic field line with an invariant latitude of 70◦ (as in-495

cluded in and estimated from Figure 3 of (Morioka et al., 2007)). We note that the in-496

variant latitude used to calculate the emission altitudes is higher than the ∼65◦ typi-497

cal of substorm onset.498

The bottom panel of figure 6 shows the median maximum bounding frequency of499

AKR bursts during the substorm timeline. The maximum frequency is mostly consis-500

tent in the hour before onset, at 800 kHz. As well as for the lowest frequencies however,501

the highest frequencies of emission also change within the 20 minutes before onset, in-502

creasing to measurements at 940 kHz 10 minutes before onset. The maximum frequency503

reaches a peak after onset at the maximum frequency channel of the Wind observations504

used here, at 1040 kHz. Although there are limitations based on the measuring capa-505

bilites of the Wind/Waves RAD1 instrument, as previously mentioned, it is clear that506

emission that is fairly characterised as AKR is present here.507

These results show conclusively that the response of the range of emission frequen-508

cies of AKR begins to extend within 20 minutes prior to substorm expansion phase on-509
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set as determined by SOPHIE. As well as the results from Section 3, it is clear that the510

AKR response precedes substorm onset. This highlights the potential usefulness of the511

average AKR response as an indicator of substorm onset, particularly given that the low-512

frequency extensions is apparently exclusive to substorm dynamics. However, more study513

of the conditions presiding over AKR emission and the occurrence of AKR source dy-514

namics is needed to constrain this understanding.515

5 Summary516

AKR sees enhancements in intensity and changes in frequency, and has been pos-517

tulated to be associated with other dynamics in the terrestrial magnetosphere such as518

auroral brightenings and discrete arcs, earthward bulk flows of electrons and strength-519

enings of high latitude current systems. Previous studies have explored the AKR vari-520

ability alongside these phenomena, which are also closely associated with substorm dyan-521

mics, but have used AKR observations that cover a few months or studies that include522

only a few tens to a hundred events. Here we use observations of AKR from Wind, made523

between 1995-2004, that coincide with published lists of substorm events to expand upon524

previous studies and further examine the average AKR response during the substorm525

timeline. We integrate the AKR power over two important frequency ranges that best526

characterise the spectrum, covering higher and lower frequency portions. To infer the527

evolution of the acceleration region, we also examine the observed spectral extent of the528

AKR bursts as well as the minimum and maximum bounding frequency. We use a va-529

riety of substorm lists, including those output from the SOPHIE algorithm at EPT val-530

ues of both 75% and 90%, that derived from the MPB index, and the list derived from531

the geosynchronous LANL satellites and their measurements of electron populations. The532

SOPHIE and MPB index lists are themselves derived from ground magnetometer ob-533

servations. As an initial comparison of the substorm lists themselves, we perform a su-534

perposed epoch analysis of the BZ component of the interplanetary magnetic field, shown535

in figure 3. This demonstrates the sensitivity of each substorm list; those with a larger536

southward component prior to onset indicate a list containing the largest events. To en-537

sure observations with approprite viewing of the nightside AKR sources are retained in538

the analysis of the AKR features, substorm events are subset by the LT of Wind at the539

time of onset. Once subset in this way, both the AKR power and spectral features of AKR540

bursts are examined in superposed epoch analyses for each of the substorm lists.541

Figure 4 shows the results of the superposed epoch analysis of the AKR power for542

each substorm list, with events subset into four LT sectors, each 3 hours wide, covering543

the entire nightside from dusk to dawn. Seperate analyses are conducted for the frequency544

range that characterises the lower frequency AKR component (30-100 kHz) as well as545

for the higher frequency component (100-650 kHz). These results show that the primary546

AKR response is centred pre-midnight, and is mostly confined to the sectors neighbour-547

ing midnight (LT sectors 2100-0000 hrs and 0000-0300 hrs). The sensitivity of the sub-548

storm lists to event size is also seen in the response of the AKR power, with a larger mag-549

nitude response for the LANL and SOPHIE 90% lists. Figure 4 also shows a response550

in the AKR power, for all lists, and in both frequency ranges, prior to the onset epoch551

time. While this suggests that AKR enhancements precedes the other typical signatures552

of substorm onset shown here, more work is needed to assess the influence of the uncer-553

tainty of the event lists. The distribution of AKR power data throughout the epoch for554

both HF and LF frequency ranges, and both SOPHIE 75% and 90% event lists, is shown555

in Figure 5. This shows a greater increase in occurrence of LF AKR at onset than HF556

AKR for LT from 2100 to 0300, and that there is a greater likelihood of LF AKR for the557

stronger events of SOPHIE 90%. The discrepancy between HF and LF occurrence is great-558

est for pre-midnight observations, corresponding to the typical substorm location. To559

highlight the differing AKR response between substorms of different strengths, we com-560

pare directly the average response from the SOPHIE lists with 75% and 90% EPT val-561
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ues. Table 2 shows the increase in averaged, extreme power values during each event,562

with LF AKR power values 3.6±0.2 times greater for stronger events from the SOPHIE563

90% event list than those of the SOPHIE 75%, while HF AKR has values 2.7±0.1 times564

greater.565

The results of comparing the AKR burst parameters with the SOPHIE 90% event566

list show the average evolution of the nightside AKR source region, viewed remotely, as567

it extends vertically. Figure 6 shows that the response of the AKR power during sub-568

storm onset is attributable to this vertical extension of the AKR sources, and the au-569

roral acceleration region by proxy. Our work, based on a decade of high fidelity radio570

data from Wind/WAVES has shown the utility of the AKR as a proxy for magnetospheric571

dynamics. In particular, we track the increase in radio power and the expansion in fre-572

quency of the spectral signature associated with substorm onset for 10 years of obser-573

vations where Wind is suitably located. The timing of the AKR response has been com-574

pared between the event lists and show a similar time profile to averages of correspond-575

ing indices such as SML, while the greater increase in AKR power for stronger events576

is likely due to a greater occurrence of LF AKR. While important to acknowledge the577

temporal uncertainties present in the event lists, further study of the time and magni-578

tude of AKR intensification across events of various sizes can show insightful disparities579

in the auroral acceleration region via AKR. The utility here suggests that AKR integrated580

power can be employed more widely by the magnetopsheric/ionospheric community as581

another geomagnetic index to track the global impact of variable space weather.582
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